
sition. The following examples have variously shaped heads 
and modes of securing the contents. The lower figure has 
a clasp, with a pair of hinged jawli with pronged bars. 

held for a moment as being the reality, although it attempts 
to dispense with the ether as the cause of gravit.f. 

Now is it possible to rescue Science from all this serious 
entanglement- to have a point of view whence a physical 
cause of the motion of cosmical bodies can be shown upon 
strict mechanical principles, and the ether producing such 
motion consistent with all other phenomena, collateral or 
otherwise? 'Vhatever is true as a matter of fact may cer· 
tainly be known, if we get upon the right track. In another 
communication, I will endeavor to point out the direction. 

rotated and fed a8 a common drill, the holes made by them 
would appear as in Fig. 106. It will be observed that in No. 

On Ponderable Matter anel the Ethel'. 

To tM Editor of the &ientijie Ame1'ican: 
No intelligent student of Science can help being struck 

with the violations of the first principles of mechanical philo. 
sophy in the current conceptions of ether and dense matter, 
and which the highest authorities do not know how to avoid. 
To blind ourselves to them must necessarily vitiate all our 
conclusions in regard to the constitution of Nature. I there· 
fore wish to draw attention to the most prominent objections, 
in reply to which there has been nothing at all satisfactory. 

Let us assume the ether to be continuous, whicll, consist· 
ently with the principles of thermodynamics, we must; for 
were it particled, heat would· be taken up by it, and an equili. 
brium of temperature with the bodies it surrounds attained, 
instead of being, as it evidently is, a cold medium of radia· 
tion. Then solid atoms moving through it must displace 
their own bulk, and lose force of motion according to the reo 
sistance; and equably, whether a body be rare or dense, un· 
less the body as a whole displaces the ether bulk for bulk, 
which is negatived by aberration. Besides, according to the 
la ws of fluid resistance, all bodies removing within the ether 
would be resisted according" to the squares of theirvelodties ; 
and the ether within the interiors of bodies should offer reo 
sistance as the velocities (squared) of the molecules. 'l'hfl 
nearer that planets are to the sun, a greater resit,tance to 
their motion should then·fore be manifested, their motive 
forces being proportionally greater. Indeed, many have 
argued with great force (see Bayma's "Molecular Mecllan· 
ics," pp. 27 to 31) that motion is impossible if matter be con· 
tinuous. Bayma himself, however, lias to make the ether 
virtually continuous, or self· attractive, in order to attempt 
to explain the unresisted motions of the heavenly bodies. 
Another objection to the continuity of the ether has been the 
proof that, in a continuous fluid medium, all transversal 
waves must become changed to longitudinal at a great dis. 
tance from the point of propagation, which the phenomena 
of light shows us to be not the case. 

The matter !S not mended by supposing the ether parti. 
cled, and ascribing definite intervals between the particles; 
while to suit the phenomena of light, the ether must be un. 
derstood to possess the properties of an elastic solid. AI· 
though the difficulties attending the explanation of disper. 
sion, and transversal vibrations to any distance, are not so 

formidable, others as great are made, while the objections 
already indicated in regard to resistance to bodily motion 
still remain. No matter to what extent the distances of the 
ethereal particles may be conceived, proportional forces of 
repulsion must be assumed to hold them in their respective 
places, and proportional pressure against gross matter in mo· 
tion. We need not dwell upon the metaphysical difficulties 
involved in making space both a plenum and a vacuum for 
the swinging of ethereal particles, the mathematical quanti. 
ties of nothingness being vastly greater than those of sub· 
stance. 

"Astronomy says aberration cannot be explained unless 
the ether be at rest; Optics replies that refraction cannot be 
explained lin less the ether moves," are Professor Lovering's 
words. Tyndall is self· contradictory. The ether "fills 
space; it surrounds the atoms of bodies; it extends without 
iolution of continuity through the humors of the eye." "The 
intensity of the light depends on the distance to which the 
ether:particles move to and fro." (" Notes on Light," pp. 

218-220.) He does not say whether the ether particles which 
do not fill space strike against each other or not. If they 
do, they have only a certain amount of space to swing in. If 
they do not, we are thrown back again upon the generally 
repudiated theory of action at a distance. Herschel seemed 
to favor the idea of making the ether self.attractive, but at. 
tached beyond the known limits of space, so that it would be 
virtually in a state of tension, and all wave motion be conse. 
quently transversal to the direction of propagation. Others 
make it self.repellent as well as of great tenuity, to allow the 
heavenly bodies to pass through it free from the resistance of 
aggregated particles. 

In the ether has also been sought the cause of cosmical 
motion. Professor Challis supposes a force of impulsion 
from outside the limits' of the stellar universe, and all radio 
ant waves the result of material reaction in a continuous 
ether. The gravity waves are constant, and proportional to 
mass; and yet, at the same time, other ever.changing, unin. 
terfering waves are produced from the same bodies, with the 
alteration of material constitution and conditions! Besides, 
the difficulty of constant tangential motion is untouched, and 
the change from waves of attraction to waves of repulsion is 
assumed ill interstellar regions where there is no evidence of 
such, in order to explain the stability of the "Universe. Dr. 
Guyot, a predecessor of Challis in this line of investigation, 
opined that the ether became rarefied in dense bodies, the 
outside ether pressing thereto,like atmospheric pressure upon 
an exhausted receiver. But this opinion is shown by optical 
phenomena to be the converse of the truth. Maxwell sought 
in the ether the mechanical cause of gravitation, but was 
obliged to confess that he could not conceive of a medium, of 
which a diminution of intrinsic energy would be so far pro. 
duced, by the presence of dense bodies, as to result in their 
mutual attraction, and at the same time be consistent with 
manifeated ramant action. The theory of gravitation by 
impact, proposed by Le Sage, evtln &8 improved by Sir Wil. 
liam Thomson, is altogether too artificial to be seriously 
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DRIl,LING HARD �n;:TAI.B. 

Very hard metal, such as steel tempered to a blue, may be 
drilled by a drill tempered to a deep straw color, the drill 
being used at a comparatively slow speed, and forced against 
the work as hard as possible without breaking the point of 
the drill. Sufficient oil may be applied , after the point of the 
drill lias entered the"metal, to keep the cutting edges barely 
moist, the drill being again allowed to run dry and again 
moistened, thus using as small an amount of oil as is consist 
ent with keeping the drill cool. In this way the drill will 
Cllt hard ste£'l the best. For cast iron, however, the drill 
should be kept as dry as possible. In drilling cast iron that 
is very hard, and also wrought iron that bas been casehard. 
ened, the operation may be greatly assisted by taking a ham· 
mer and a chisel and jagging the surface of the metal, thus 
enabling the edges of the drill to bite it. If necessary, the 
chisel may be made very hard for this especial purpose. 

To make a drill exceedingly hard to suit some especial 
case, it may be lleated in a charcoal fire to a dull red heat, 
and quenclled in lUercury instead of water. Another method 
is to heat the dri11 to a red heat in molten lead, and then to 
drive it into a block of cold lead, striking successive blows 
lightly and quickly until the drill is sufficiently cool to per· 
mit of its being held in the hand. The cases, however, in 
which a drill is required to be so hard are exceedingly rare. 

If a drill squeaks while being operated, it arises from one 
of two causes: Either the cutting edges are dull, and re· 
quire grinding, or else the cuttings are binding in the holes. 
In the first case, immediate grinding is necessary: in the sec· 
ond, the drill should be withdrawn and the cuttings extract· 
ed. Twist drills wlll bring out most of the cuttings of them· 
selves, but a piece of wire, spoonshaped at the end, is neces· 
sary when plain drills are used. 

SLOTTING OR KEYWAY DRILLS. 

For drilling out oblong holes, such as keyways, or for cut. 
ting out recesses such as are required to receive short feath· 
ers in shafts, the drill known as a slottiug drill, shown in 
Fig. 104, is brought into requisition. No.1 is the form in 
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which this tool was employed in the early days of its intro· 
duction; it is the stronger form of the two, and will take the 
heaviest cut. The objection to it, however, is that, in cut· 
ting out deep slots, it is apt to drill out of true, the hole 
gradually running to one side. Suppose, for instance, as is 
sometimes the case, the slot or keyway is so deep that it be· 
comes desirable to avoid having an extra long drill, whick 
would be liable to bend and spring from the pressure of the 
cut, and hence that a shorter drill is used, drilling the key. 
way half way from each side: the tendency of such a drill 
would be to cut the slot as shown in Fig. 105. 

The drill having entered at A on one side, and at B on the 
other side, and having cut down until it arrived at C, and 
hence cut the keyway clear through the metal, and the junco 
tion of the two not being even at C, it is evident that the 
keyway will require considerable filing to make the faces so 
true ltlvel, and parallel that t.he key will fit a!l the way 
through. To remedy this defect, the form of drill shown in 
No.2 has been brought into use. It will be observed that it 
enters the metal at the points, A A, first, and therefore cutll 
a ring of metal out, leavini a projecting piece in the center 
which serves all a guide to IIteady it; whereas form No.1 
cuts a fiat-bottomed hole. So t.hat, if both drills were simply 
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1 the beveled corners, A, alone steady the drill. while in No 

2 there is the whole core, A, tending to steady it, in addition 
to the round corners, B Jl. These drills are, however, never 
ased to bore round holes, but oblong ones only, which is ac· 
complished by either causing the drill to travel back and 
forth to the required length of the hole, the work being held 
stationary, or else by revolving the drill in a stationary po. 
sition, while the table to which the work is bolted travels 
back and forth to the requisite distance, the cut in either 
case being fed to the drill at each end of the travel. Thus a 

slot, equal to the length of the travel of the work or the 
drill, as the case mlJ,y be, and of a width equal to the diame· 
ter of the drill, is made. If drill No.1 is employed to cut a 
recess, it will leave an angular comer, while No.2 will of 
course leave a round one, the bottom of the recess in either 
case being left quite flat, since the bottom of No.1 is flat of 
itself, while the rounded corner of No.2 cuts away, as it 
travels along, the cone, A, which, as shown in Fig. 106, is 
made when neither the drill nor the work travels. 

Slot drill No.1 is made by filing the cutting end square, 
level, and true to the requisite diameter and shape, and then 
backing off, that is, filing away on one side, the edges from 
the center of the drill, outwards and across the beveled cor 
ner, as shown in Fig. 104; while No.2 is made by filing up 
the cutting end true, level, and square, and then filing out 
the curved hollow centrally in the !:nd face, with a round 
file held at an angle with the center line of the width of the 
drill, as shown by the dotted line, C, in the end view of No 

2 in Fig. 104, after which the corners, A A, should be round· 
ed and backed off. The thickness a t the cutting end of drill 
No.1 should be the same as that given for common drills, 
while No.2 may be left somewhat tlJicker, to give it extra 
strength, since its form rendeJs it comparatively wt'ak. The 
reason for keeping the end of No.1 as thin as a common 
drill is that it has, at the junction of its two cutting edges, 
centrally on the end face and between the beveled corners, 
a cutting edge across the thickness of the drill, as shown in 
end view, Fig. 104, and is in that respect subject to the defect 
before mentioned as inherent in common drills. This defect 
does not, however, exist in slotting drill No.2, in which the 
cutting edges on the outside faces extend clear to the center 
of the diam�ter of the drill. 

Slotting drills should be tempered to a deep brown, and 
IIhouId be supplied freely with oil when employed to cut 
wrought iron or steel, but must be kept perfectly dry when 
used upon cast iron or brass. They are revolved at a higher 
rate of speed than common drills. To employ them in a 
common drilling machine, whose table has no horizontal 
sliding motion, it is necessary to make a chuck which will 
bolt to the machine table; the chuck is to be provided with 
a pair of jaws to clamp the work, and to make the upper 
part of the chuck movable upon a slide in the lower part. 
Such a chuck isehown in Fig. 107, A being the jaws, wherein 
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to hold the work by means of the screws, F, of which there 
must be at least two, B being the bed, provided with the 
slide, C C, along which the head, A. is operated by means of 
the handle, E, which turns a screw running down the center 
of the slide and working in a nut attached to the center of 
the head, A. The lugs, D D, are provided with holes through 
which to bolt the bed to the drilling machine table. 

In using such a chuck, the operator will be very apt t.o 
vary the distance to which he movl's the slide at each cut, 
the effect of such variation beinll' to cause the edge of the 
slot or keyway � be very uneven. To remedy this, it iii 
bellt, after having drilled to the proper depth, to wind the 
slide and !let the drill 10 that it take!! a slight cut eut of on. 
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end of the slot at the top, and then (keeping the chuck sta
tionary)to feed the drill down through the slot, thus cutting 
the end out quite even. In taking the first few cuts at the 
commencement of the operation, that is to say, immediately 
after the work is chucked, it is better to cut the slot a little 
less than the required breadth, so as to leave a little to come 
out of each end of the slot (as above described) to true it. It 
is obvious that parallel strips may be employed in the jaws, 
whereon to rest the work, or to make up the width between 
the ends of the screWB, F, and the opposite jaw of the 
chuck. 

eeeding to describe them, it may be as well to observe that 
the pin drill described above may be employed as a flat bot
tomed countersink. Fig. 111 represents a taper countersink, 

socket composed of two disks, each of which has a broad 
slot through which the shaft passes, and which can turn to 
accommodate a shaft lying in any direction. The insides of 
the pulleys or cog wheels are made concave to fit the ball, 
having flanges which lap on lhe disks. The pulley or cog 
wheel is revolved by pins passing through it and the slots in 
the ball on opposite sides. The belt (when such means of 
transmission is used) is kept in place on the pulleys by 
guides supported by a rod which connects together the yokes 
on opposite sides of the ball. By this arrangement the ball is 
allowed lateral play, and the shaft to which it is attached 
can pass through the pulley at Rny angle. There is probably no one cutting '001 used in a machine 

wbich saves so much labor as the slotting drill, because it 
performs a duty that no other tool or machine can perform, 
and which is moreover a most difficult and tedious one. Be
fore the advent cf this tool, deep keyways were cut out of 
the solid metal in the folluwing manner: First., plain holes 
were drilled through the work, as shown in Fig. lOB, and 
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then these holes were plugged up by having piilces of round 
iron driven tightly in them. 'rhen new holes were drilled. 
the center of each new hole bein-z in the thin wall of solid 
metal between the plug�ed holes. Alter the latter holes 
were drilled, the remains of the plugs were driven out, when 
the key way would present the appearance shown in Fig. 

109. This entailed an almost incredible amount of chipping 

and filing in order to make the sides of the keyway level and 
true, and the width parallel. This method of procedure is, 
however. still in vogue to a slight extent, being confined 
mainly to jobbing al'ld repair shops. It is also employed for 
very narrow and deep holes, since a slotting drill cannot be 
employed to advantage in holes of less than about T\ of an 
inch in diameter, because of the bending and springing of 
the drill. If, however, twist drills are employed to drill the 
small holes, the plugging with pieces of iron may be dis
pensed with, for the reasons shown by Fig. 103 and its ac
companying explanatory remarks. 

It may here be observed that the principles of the action 
of the slot drill have been applied to a variety of purposes in 
woodworking, promin'lnt among which is its use in Boult's 
paneling and dovetailing machine. In its adaptation to wood, 
as in its adaptation to iron, there il!l no other tool at all capa
ble of performing the same kind of duty, irrespective of 
either time or quality. 

PIN DRILLS. 

The next form in which the drill appears is the pin drill, 
which is a drill having a pin projecting beyond and between 
its cutting edges, ail shown in Fig. 110, A A being the cut-

SIDE VIEW 

The usefulness of this novel invention will be apparent to 
mechanics, and a great saving of pulleys, belts, and gear
ing will be effected by its use in transmitting power from one 
shaft to another when not parallel to it. 

such liS is employed for holes to receive flush rivets or coun
tersunk head bolts, thiR form of tool being mainly employed 
for holes above ft of an inch in diameter, A A being in each 
case the cutting edge, and B, the pin. It should be made, 
tempered, and used as directed for pin drills. In tempering 
these tools, or any others having a pin or projection to serve 
as a guide in a hole, the tool should be hardened right out 
from the end of the pin to about i of an inch above the cut. 
ting edges. Then lower the temper of Lhe metal (most at 
and near the cutting edges), leaving the pin of a light straw 
color, which may be accomplished by pouring a little oil 
upon it during the lowering or tempering process. The ob
ject of this is to preserve it as much as .possible from the 
wear due to its friction against the sides of the hole. For 
use on wrought iron and steel, this countersink (as also the 
pin drill) IDay have the front face hollowed out, after the 
fashion of the lip drill, and as shown in Fig. 111 by the dot
ted line. 

For use on holes t inch and less in diameter, either of the 
countersink!! lIhown in Fig. 112 may be employed. No.1 has 
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serrationll forming cutting edges or teeth, and No.2 is filled 
at the conical end exactly to half a diameter, the edge, A, 
performing the cutting. Either of them will cut true and 
smoothly, oil being applied when they are used upon steel 
or wrought iron. 

Common drills, ground to the requisite angle or cone, are 
sometimes used as countersinks, but they are apt to cut un
true and uneven. For fine and light work, the pin dril l, 
with its cutting edges either a t  right angles t o  the center 
line of the pin or at such other angle as may be required, 
forms the best countersink; it should, however, have more 
than two cutting edges, so that they may steady it. Fig. 113 
presents an excellent form of this tool, A being one of the 
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Useful Recipes Cor the Shop, the HOUllehold, 
and the Farm. 

Vegetables should never be washed until immediately be
fore prepared for the table. Lettuce is made almost worth
less in flavor, by dipping it in water some hours before it is 
served. Potatoes suffer even more than other vegetables 
through the washinJ process. They should not be put in 
water till just ready for boiling. 

The bluish green bronzes used for ornamental articles are 
very easily imitated. Almost any metal is first covered 
with a varnish made of ground tin or bronze powder rubbed 
up with honey in gum water. Then wash with a mixture 
composed of sal ammoniac t oz., common salt 1- oz., and 10z. 
spirit of hartshorn in 1 pint vinegar. After applyin15 the 
mixture, leave for a day or two in the sun, and tben, if neces
sary, add a second coat. This is a good way to renovate old 
gas fixtures. 

The following is given as a simple welding powder: 1 part 
dry borax, 1 part fine iron filings. t part prussiate of potash; 
it is sprinkled on the surfaces, the latter being previously 
slightly moistened. The pieces of iron and steel are tben 
tightly bound together with iron wire, heated to about 300", 
and lastly placed under a steam hammer or passed through 
rolls. 

Leather thoroughly saturated with glycerin will prevent, 
it is said, the passage of gases. 

In stamping sheet zinc in dies, much waste occurs from the 
small difference between the melting point and the tempera 
ture at which sheet zinc should be stamped to get the best 
effect. To obviate this waste, heat the zinc by dipping in oil 
at the proper temperature. 

A cheap and simple brush for applying albumen solutions 
to photographic plates is made by doubling a piece of cotton 
plush cloth over the end of a tlat stick, and securing the 
cloth by a rubber band slipped over it. 

The following is a cheap substitute for the expensive 
gold varnish used on ornamented tin ware; Turpentine 
t gallon, asphaltum t gill, yellow aniline 2 ozs., umber 4 ozs 
turpentine varnish 1 gallon, and gamboge t lb. Mix and 
boil for ten hours. 

Beautiful semi-transparent casas of fancy articles may be 
taken in a compound of 2 parts unbaked gypsum, 1 part 
bleached beeswax, and 1 part paraffin. This becomes plas
tic at 120', and is quite tough. 

White lead ground in oil, mingled with Pruss ian blue mis
larly prepared, to give the proper shade, and finally mixed 
with a little carriage varnish, is an excellent and durable 
paint for farm machinery and agricultural tools. 

A mixture of 10 parts lime and 1 part saltpeter is said to 
destroy currant worms without injuring the fruit. 

Boats should be painted with raw oil. Boiled oil used in 
the paint is very apt to blister and peel from the wood. 

ting edges. The purpose of this drill is to face off the metal 
round the outside of holes, the pin, B, fitting into the hole 
so all to steady the drill and keep it true with the hole. In 
making this tool, the pin, B, the edges, C, and the ends 
forming the cutting edges, A A, should be turned up true in 
the lathe; the backing off may then be filed, leaving the cut
ting edges, A, w iLh the turr.ing marks barely effaced; thus 
they will be sure to be true and at an equal hight from the 
end of the pin, so that both the cutting edges will perfolm 
duty, and not one only, as would be otherwise the case. Pin 
drills should be tempered to a deep straw color, and run at a 
comparatively slow speed, using oil for wrought iron and steel, 
and running dry on cast iron and brass. In cases where, for 
want of an assortment of pin drills, there is none at hand with 
a pin suitable for the size of hole required to be faced, a drill 
having one too small for the hole may be made up to the re
quired size by piacing upon it a ring of iron or braES of the 
requisite thickness and about equal in dEpth to the pin. 
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four cutting edgell. 
This t'ol is formed by turning up the whole body, filing 

out the necessary four spaces between the cutters, and back
ing the latter off at the ends only, so that the circumferen
tial edges will not cut, and hence the r ecesses or countersinks 
will be all of one uiameter. 

••••• 
A. New Mechanical Movement. 

Mr. James R. Devor, of Goshen, Ind., has recently patented 
a devictl by which belts and pullays, cog gEaring, and other 
mechani&1ll may be made to rUJl on shafts which are ont of 
parallel wi1ih each other. The arrang6ment is as follows: 

Spatter-work pictures, usually delicate designs in white 
appearing upon a softly shaded ground, are now very popu
lar, and are, ;with a little practice, easily produced. Procure 
a sheet of fine uncalendered drawing paper, and arrange 
thereon a bouquet of pressed leaves, traililJg vines, letters, or 
any design which it is desired to have appear in white. Fast
en the articles by piml stuck into the smooth surface, which 
should be underneath the paper. Then slightly wet the 
bristles of a tooth or other brush in rubbed india ink, or in 
common black writing ink, and draw them across a stick in 
such a manner that the bristles will be bent and then quick
Jy released. This will cause a fine bpatter of ink upon the 
paper. Continue the spattering over all the leaves, pins, and 
paper, allowing the center of the pattern to receive the most 
ink, the edges shading off. When done, remove the design, 
and the forms will be found reproduced with accuracy on the 
tinted ground. With a ruRtic wooden frame, this forms a 
very cheap and pretty ornament. 

It is said that water hlies may be raised about one's 
house by the following method: Sink in the ground the 
half of an old cask, and cover the bottom with peat and 
swamp mud, and then fill with water. Dig the lily roots 
early in the spring, and place them in the earth at the bot
tom of the tub. A gentleman who has tritd the experi
ment has a number of lilies in bloom. 

••••• 

Whale Power vs. SteaUl. 

On a re�nt voyage of the Cunard steamer Scythia, from 
Liverpool to New York, the progress of the ship was sud
denly interrupted by collision with a whale. Two blades 
of the propeller were broken off, and the ship was obliged 
to put into the port of Queenstown for repairs. Hele her 
passengbrs and freight were lllndHl., and forwarded to N"w 
York by another stEamer, !lftH a webk's delay. Tbe \\'1alf', 
it appian, lost his life by tbe attack, for he W.1S t:..und I1fl.OOt 
the next day by a party of fishermen, who towcd him hSLoee 
'Ihe whale measured 54 feet in length. 

COUNTERSINK DRILLS. 

Of countersinks, there are � ariou!! forms; but before pro- • .A. ball ill fastened tightly on each shaft, each ball having a 
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